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Match the existing surrounding floor surface. Paste your matching floor-cut piece 
inside the vent cover and drop it into the duct opening. The vent covers are compatible 
with various flooring materials, including hardwood, laminate, tile, carpet, vinyl, 
ceramic, marble, and drywall, as long as the material is up to 19 mm thick. The drop-in 
design ensures a seamless and matching look with existing flooring surfaces. It 
comes with a steel damper at the back to control airflow. These floor registers are 
made from durable sand-cast aluminum and can withstand regular light foot traffic 
without bending or breaking.

Prima-Match the Floor Vent Covers and Register

Easy Installation: Use a Jig saw, or table saw to cut out a piece of your existing 
flooring material that fits inside the rectangle frame. Use the rectangle frame or MDF 
template to mark the size you need to cut, Place the template on top of the flooring 
material and mark. Carefully cut along the marked lines to create the flooring cut 
piece. Insert the cut piece into the rectangle frame.
Ensure it matches the size and shape of the rectangle frame and covers any uneven 
edges. Check the thickness, and confirm that the flooring material is no thicker than 
19 mm. If it’s thinner, you’ll need to use spacers to flush it with the frame.

Installation Instructions

Remove the protective film layer of double-sided tape, place the flooring cut piece 
on the tape within the rectangle frame, and maintain an equal gap on all four sides of 
the frame to ensure It’s centered press gently to secure the flooring cut piece to the 
base frame, make sure it sticks properly on the tape.

Install and drop your Match the Floor vent cover into the duct opening, Ensure 
that the floor vent cover is securely in place, and looks even and well-aligned 
with the surrounding flooring.

Thanks for choosing Prima products .

Note: Always exercise caution when using cutting tools and handling materials 
to ensure a safe and precise installation. We suggest getting it installed by 
professionals.
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